COMMAND POST

TACTICAL WITHDRAWAL Checklist

1. Decision is made by Incident Commander to initiate Tactical Withdrawal from structure or area.

2. Command to all units operating at ____________, begin a Tactical Withdrawal from the building and standby for a PAR Check.

3. Have Dispatcher give the scene a 5 second ALERT tone.

4. Command to all units operating at ____________, begin a Tactical Withdrawal from the building and standby for a PAR check.

5. PAR check units in the withdrawal area, confirm they are PAR and out of structure or hazard area.

6. Confirm ALL crews are confirmed out and they are PAR.

7. Incident Commander determines the strategy that the incident is going to be operating in.

8. Have Dispatcher activate a 5 second ALERT tone.

9. Command to all units operating at ____________, we are currently in the ____________ Mode of Operation.